HEALTH LAW PROFESSORS CONFERENCE

June 3-5, 2020
Boston, Massachusetts

The Center for Health Policy and Law at Northeastern University School of Law is thrilled to host ASLME’s 43rd Annual Health Law Professors Conference.

Come to Boston – a city where health law history is made!

Including …


1905: US Supreme Court upholds Jacobson v. Massachusetts, enforcing first compulsory vaccination law in the US

1911: Massachusetts Society of Examining Physicians – forerunner to ASLME – founded

2006: Massachusetts Health Care Reform Law – for the first time, a state requires health insurance coverage for all of its residents

2020: Northeastern Law’s Center for Health Policy and Law hosts the Health Law Professors Conference, providing an unparalleled opportunity to learn more about our:

- innovative solutions to public health challenges at home and around the globe
- research that advances law and policy reforms to strengthen population health, reduce health disparities, nourish public health programs and enhance access to affordable, high-quality healthcare

We’re looking forward to seeing you next summer! More info at northeastern.edu/law/health.

SNEAK PEEK OF 2020 EVENTS

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3: WELCOME RECEPTION AT NORTHEASTERN UNIVERSITY
THURSDAY, JUNE 4: DINNER RECEPTION AT THE JFK LIBRARY AND MUSEUM